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collective action is relevant to understanding kinship.
We think it is impossibleto understand human sociality,
including kinship dynamics, without appreciating the
role that selection relating to collectiveaction has played
over evolutionary time in building into the human psychological architecture a specialized coalitional psychology with its own distinctiveprocedures and circuitry
(Tooby and Cosmides 1988). The ancestrally stable featuxes of situations involving the intersection of coIlectRFottionwiik kinsfrip;-coabtionda'ggiSSio~andgo--'
duction should have selected for a suite of neurocognitive adaptations in the human mind that are computationally organized to perceive, represent, and motivate the solutions to the adaptive problems embedded
in these repeated games. Conditions favoring collective
action are so commonly impacted by kinship that kin
selection must inevitably have shaped significant aspects
of-coalitional psychology.
As, analyze thexn,h~iihiesihv'dl% collective achop b e cognitively represepted and beh~viorallyregulated piimarily as a form,of social exchange or reciprocation, and we have found extensive evidence that there
are species-typical,neutral distinct cognitive adaptations
spCcialized for reiasoning aboui social exchange, includipn $F@ low? ( c ? ~ l p i $ q l p P - T ~
~p
~ yo )q. e intercopygent vfeg;latonl s t r u c v governink n-person so4id exch"k&e-'canbe abbreviated 5s "For hdividrials I
tlirbugh n, I (individual,) will do x, if individual, does
r, and iddividualildoes I..
(or "I will if you will").
Whin acts in the set are h i d e contingent on other acts'
plEnmance, then individual, receiies not only benefit
b, but the sum of the bebeau to her or him of all acts
under~ken
by all of ihe individuus in the set that would
not otherwise have been undertaken without her or his
participation'(the baseGe mndition). In the extreme
cake of complete intercontingency, each individual faces
a ~ayoflstructure in which one's own participation or
nonparticipation makes possible or blocks others' participation and hence makes possible or blocks the harvesting of new benefits possible only through joint action. Some of the components that we propose
characterize this suite of cognitive adaptations are:
I. Adaptations for detecting possible mutual gain.
Collective action would not be possible without the ability to scan the social world, representing, analyzing, and
detecting situations that have the potential for accruing
gains tbrough ' c o o r u t e d action or mutually followed
rules of conduct (norms).Specializations must be able
to generate representations of d t e ~ a t i v eprojects or
des of conduct that a$plyacro&'ssets of indi~duals,as
well as'compute the effect df alternative ruIes or courses
of action on the actor'a'own welfare and on how others
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will perceive their own welfare. That is, they must be
able simultaneously to represent the self as merely one
individual parallel to others (decentering)while maintaining a motivational system inclined to promote the
best outcome for the self. Therefore, we think humans
evolved a "theory of interests" (like"theory of m i n d U b
conceptual formag that repreqenq,othgrs1relatiqw-topotrJItinl-s-ms
O f ~ ~ c t s u m ~
mary of their motivations ("self-interest"). Such cognitive adaptations are one major precondition for the
emergence of local cultural systems of moraIity or justice. In the case of kin-based collective action ("kinship
systems"), it is useful to be able to achieve the representation of others' interests in a common format that
allows the mutual identification of which coordinated
projects or norms will have sufficiently widespread apn sha~d
peal. For thiieason, we believe t h ~ l e c g o has
-a sgecies-typi&~ncepfifld30mat inv%lVivlng~e"n'sions and primitives for representing kinship (such as
sex, generation, lineality, affinity, and so on) that are
likely to be relevant to generating possible rules that a
sufficient number of people will recognize as simultaneously self- and mutually beneficial (thatis, that allow
situations and interactions to be framed in ways that
highlight potential interindividual parallels in interest).
Another powe~ful~cognitive
e x t y ' 2 n is the $$Pty to
repident groups; in p a , as *indiw uals* or akents that
can have interests,-'obligations, ibtentions, belie6, 'stituses, and SO on, in much the danie way that individuds
. do.
a. Defensive s p e ~ i a l i z a t i o n s ~ ~ ~free
~ i n-3ding.
st
Chehter dstectioh tcuits ire 2equifiJ h-pirsoiisocial
e x w e is to qvo ve , pCtk evp qqoxy$y sG+$le: To
function, i:li&ter detection oircuiui6+~eeds
tto.berdouplii
to a bomponent &at nioddates oheFs'6tLn'leveIoffcompliance in response to others1leveliof wmpliance. Such
circuitry motivates @eat& effoti whG otheis' ark 'hy
vesting sufficiently (and dontingentIyrind lower effoit
id the preierice of free riding or hi:$i+riminate h v ~ t i n g ,
kence, the presenck of free rideis drkhieiis +dAihayt&jger the dissolution of an otherwiseinutudly bineficial
intercontingent effort. Selection favored, where feasible,
circuitry that embodies less-cdstly'alte-tives
to aban:
doning a potentially beneficial cdnimon' en;terprise.
Therefore, our coalitional psycholbg~'dd has afrailable
co~lfiponentsmotivating exposure of cheaters (or those
investing the least) and their punishment or exclusion
(such as recategorizingthem as non-kin or no longer considering proposals originatingfrom them for joint action,
as when exposed hypocrisy undermines the position of
someone to enforce a nonn). Procedures for social comparison should be motivatiody.impoiibt and involve
the representation of own welfare and group welfare and
the comparison of' one's own contribution 'and others'
contributions on both an individd-by-iriiliiridualand a
pooled basis. Are others contributing less. than I?
3. Elements designed t o ~ P r o ~ ~ t e ' i a c i ~ ~ g ~ e a t e r m
tual benefit. Since inutuil benefit t)iiou~croUe&veaction is hard to achieve and easy to undermine, collective
action levels will often be far lower'than o~timum.The
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coercion leave an unexplained residual. I have yet to see
even suggestive evidence that they do.
To be sure, people have a capacity to invent and enforce rules that promote the fitness benefits of nepotism,
reciprocity, and coercion and that enhance the reciprocal
effects of these mechanisms for at least some members
of_their.socal group. .We call these %les "culture,", and
they make up thejural structureof human societies. To
be sure, we can manipulate, exaggerate, or even invent
kinship; we can fake reciprocity, and we can disguise
naked, coercive exploitation as benevolence. Our social
games and contracts are partially autonomous from the
underlying biological calculus of individual fitness maximization and even, occasionally, antithetical to it. Such
is the nature of our dual evolutionary trajectory: biological and cultural. However, on parsimony grounds we
must invzke group selection, as Jones's "group nepotism" seems-to d o , X y 4 i f h ; e - & e = s k - h i % level mechanisms leave something unexplained.
Let us take the same three applications of Jones: food
(especiallymeat) sharing, systems of kinship and marriage, and ethnicity. Let us begin with the primordial
g&herhg;hunting hominid group. They practiced nuclear-family inbreeding avoidance through adolescent
dispersal, as do countless other social mammals. They
hunted cooperatively and shared rnea3. ~s do -rn?stsocial cirnivores (e.8:;brFY; -ids, hyedns, ~dns).%z;
exchanged m a t 9 be&een neighb6ri~@ands, as w e d
do other large sociil mammals. W i ~ c d t & e Ithis&mordial group 'gradually led to much k g e r ^aiid
'co~li~lex
societies. If you keep mati@-with+thelib? or
girl at the next waterhole, you soon form a breeding popP I E R R E L. V A N D E N B E ~ C H E
ulation, an ethny, bounded by endogamy and made up,
D e p h e n t of Anthropology, University of
over a few generations, of people 'who cooperate as kin,
Washington, Seattle, Wash. 98195-3100. U.S.A.
as mates, and increasingly as both. Gr6up solidarity is,
I0 IV 00
1
at once, an inextricable mixture of nepotism and reciJones's punchline is in fact the last sentence of his ar- procity, with, so far, little coercion beyond age and sex
ticle: "But I suggest that we can only appreciate the full differences.
These social ties, however, become quite weak and
scope of the theory of kin selection when we move from
treating reciprocity and nepotism as mutually exclusive diffuse beyond a couple of hundred individuals. What to
alternatives to considering the many ways in which rec- do if you want to form stronger, larger groups to compete
iprocity and coercion can act as amplifiers of nepotism." successfully for scarce resources with conspecifics! You
The first half of the sentence'is a thrbwback to the silly invent a systbm of kinship and darriage based; for indebate between "descent" and "alliance" theorists of the stance, on unilineal descent and clan exogamy, as is char19~0sand 19609, which, I should ho'pe, has been laid to acteristic of most pastoralist and horticultural societies,
rest long igo. The sdcond half is a precise summary of $whichtypically number thoushds of members. How
clan
a theory of human sociality I explicitly developed some you marry outside your lineage and
- . but within your
zo years ago in two books. tvan den Berghe 1979:rq-16; ethny.
6igkizedfir
The lineage or clan becomes a kin'&6&$
'1g81:7-11) devoted respectively to human systems of
kinship and marriage and' to ethnic relations, two of the the inheritance of property, the formation of extended
households, and various other foims of collective action,
'&ee applications presenfed bfr Jones.
9 t question;"then;'becdmes; Whdt d y Jones's con- and the other lineagesand"claG beeoge partners i$ re'cepi'bf'f'~'g~~i,-~e,i&jYi $ddetb;'g~
'rnd bf sozlality ciprocal ties of rnariiige,
"IhiGtaTill,Ianct;an'd''mJ od,
'mecharitms? Iddeed, wKat istrgroup nepotism1' if not a After sheral generationsof clan exogamy;'y"d& spousei
compound of all three: nepotism, plus reciprocity, plus and in-laws become'kinsmen as ~e11,'andnepotism and
coercion1 Before we invent a hypothetical "group nep- reciprocity continue to he.the two sides of the same fitotism" distinct from the individual one and underpi~ed ness-maximizationcoin. If you want to make the system
by'murky "moral sentiments," the principle of parsi- tighter yet, you pass a rule of preferential cross-cousin
'm6ny dictatei that we ask whether thC niutually rein- marriage, so that 'you now qdrry the clo'sest kin of yoar
.iorcing,eff ects of ixidividual nepotism, reciprocity, and generation outside your claq. At the hieest level, the

recurrent opportunity to capture these unrealized benefits selected for design elements that promote upward
movement, including an initial cooperative orientation
somewhat parallel to tit-for-tat's opening cooperative
move. This orientation involves a readiness to make the
first move, initiating new upward movements at the beginning of any new event boundary that plausibly byites
n e w ~ o h t i v ep@at+-w-.%e-1-decision-mleleh
modulate downwards if the effort goes unmatched. We
recognize others' supernormative initiatives (we can be
"inspired" by others, a complement to our being cooled
by hypocrisy or defection). We are proud of our own supernormative efforts, especially if they successfully induce higher efforts in others, and shamed if our efforts
are discovered to be lower than others', inhibiting positive interactions. The motivational system should be
morez-7wdhng tomake an investment ifit is public. In- ,
ves€inenisEiciiid feriifo Ere-ttiiiEiii a contGGoXflow
of consecutive increments (wherethisis not inconsistent
with public delivery), so that their magnitude can be
modulated contingent on others' degree of matching-a
pattern that reduces the opportunity for free riding. An
eunlvdumoral sentimmt;rbah pewrates a rnagaMr: r e
action to reclaimingbenefits already delivered to kin acts
like a valve that continuously invites efforts upwards
through matching: Once a benefit is given, others must
'ma ch it, or theii failure to do so will'establish the future
coIfIective'ceiling
.
belbw the optimu'm.
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